Preparing the way for mainstream sustainable product design

Methods and approaches to inspire change

Abstract

This paper proposes that there is a need to prepare undergraduate design students to be responsible practitioners when they enter the workplace. The multi-faceted approach adopted by the Design School at Loughborough University to achieve this is presented. The paper outlines and reflects on the differences between the idealistic environment provided within an educational setting and the actual situation in the design industry, where there is little evidence of mainstream sustainable design practice. The paper concludes that it is valuable to provide students with a range of skills that support sustainable design thinking, even if they are not currently required by the design industry because doing so turns the students into informed individuals with the potential to lead the next generation of design practitioners.
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Introduction

Designers have an immense influence on the modern world — everything that we interact with, from smart phones to clothing, domestic products, transportation systems and buildings have been intentionally or unintentionally designed. Added to this are the enormous supply chains that can involve hundreds of companies across North America, Europe and Asia (Friedman, 2005) in the manufacturing of a single product; this means that the choices designers make can have positive or negative impacts that ricochet around the world. In 1971, Victor Papanek accused product designers of creating unnecessary products, wastefully propagating product obsolescence and creating ‘stuff-lust’ that promoted materialistic lifestyles. As material consumption continues to grow, epitomised by marketing tactics such as Black Friday and Cyber Monday (Gittleson, 2013), it is unclear as to whether much has really changed. A more modern voice of the same tone is that of Bruce Nussbaum (2007), who states in his provocative speech at Parsons School of Design that ‘designers suck’. He refers to designers’ propensity to design ‘crap’ and their inability to engage with the sustainability debate, among other things, and states that we need to start demanding sustainability in design (Nussbaum, 2007). As such, universities have a moral responsibility to prepare design students to be responsible practitioners when they enter the workplace. At the very least, students should be aware that the decisions they make have consequences. Ideally, however, we should be aspiring to create engaged graduates who are motivated to make a difference, challenge the status quo and be catalysts of change in a move to improve the design industry.

In many ways, the situation in education can be seen as representative of the ‘ideal’ environment through which to conduct sustainable design projects; students are provided with subject specific training, they have access to hands-on support from experts, sustainable design is a core focus of the brief (and mark criteria), and there is time to complete the work. Additionally as students have elected to take the course, they are typically interested in and motivated by sustainable design. This is very different from the situation in the industry. The present paper focuses on the differences between the sustainable design outputs generated in an idealistic environment provided within an educational setting and the actual situation in the design industry. It draws on the findings of two research studies. Study 1 comprises an
investigation into the outputs of an elective ‘sustainable design’ module run by Loughborough University’s Design School (LDS). Study 2 reports on a doctoral research study that investigated (among other things) the complexity of addressing responsible design goals within the practice of industrial designer consulting (Stevenson, 2013), which was supervised by the author. Following an overview of the methodology, this paper introduces the sustainable design teaching programme delivered at LDS. It then reflects on the current situation in the industry. The gap between the idealistic environment provided within an educational setting, where constraints are minimal, and the actual situation within industry where there is a plethora of constraints (Stevenson, 2013) is then reflected upon, and lessons are drawn.

**Methodology**

Study 1 draws on 12 years’ experience of teaching sustainable design to second-year undergraduate industrial and product design students at Loughborough University. The module spans one academic year over two semesters. Semester 1 typically focuses on theory while Semester 2 is practical, providing students with the opportunity to apply the theory to a brief that is set by an industry partner (see below). Each year, the outputs of the projects are collated, and the types of outputs that students generate when provided with theoretical input on sustainable design and a sustainable design brief (set by an industry partner), which is marked against a sustainable design-oriented mark criteria, are reflected on. Data are drawn from a combination of documented projects, observations, informal discussions and workshop interactions. Because of the consistent mark criteria, the theory the students are exposed to and the tutorial input from the staff, many of the elements included in the presentation boards are consistent across different students. This paper draws on a very small selection of presentation boards to illustrate a cross section of designed outputs, demonstrating how the students have translated the taught theory into practice (against the requirements of the module). The sample projects are not intended to represent the best outputs, but rather, they are selected to illustrate specific points. They are, however, representative of the higher quality outputs that have come out of the module.

Study 2 comprises three main data collection phases: a literature review, a workshop and interviews. Phase 1, an examination of the literature, forms a preliminary construct of the potential key factors influencing the ability of designers to engage in responsible design. This was used to inform the structure of enquiry for the workshop and interviews. Phase 2 consists of multi-disciplinary workshops with 19 participants from design practice and academia in three organised groups, each undertaking a set of individual and group tasks directly addressing the research topic. The activities were audio recorded, and the data collected were analysed to validate the preliminary theories formed from the literature review and provide a pilot data set for the main investigation.

The second phase of Study 2 consists of a series of semi-structured interviews with 31 participants, comprising the following:

- Twenty-two experienced industrial design consultants, of which, 18 were managing directors, directors or sector managers, and four were senior or mid-tier designers from a cross section of prominent firms in the UK and Ireland.
- Four leading academics in the topic area
- Five design-related strategic consultants

Audio recordings from the interviews were transcribed and analysed using coding and clustering methods (Miles & Huberman, 1994) to map the industrial design’s commercial context; identify the range of factors affecting consultants and describe the interrelationships of these elements.
An Approach to Sustainable Design Education
LDS takes a multi-faceted approach to the challenge of preparing undergraduate industrial and product design students to be responsible practitioners, incorporating the three pillars of sustainability — environment, society and the economy (Elkington, 1997). Research shows that designers need a combination of information, inspiration, education and guidance to help facilitate their involvement in design for sustainability (Lofthouse, 2001a). The programme delivered at Loughborough was designed to address all these requirements.

Through the ‘sustainable design’ module, students are introduced to alternate ways of viewing product development through the introduction of concepts such as eco-efficiency, life cycle thinking and systems thinking. They are also introduced to a wide array of approaches, such as design for happiness (Escobar-Tello, 2016), design for behaviour change (Lilley & Lofthouse, 2009; Lilley, 2009) and social innovation, zero waste and design for the circular economy (Bakker, den Hollander, van Hinte, & Zijlstra, 2014) to encourage them to think about design differently. The intent is to encourage and enable students to move beyond the lower levels of eco-innovation (e.g. product improvement) illustrated in Figure 1 and to strive toward higher levels of innovation (e.g. function innovation) where greater environmental and social improvement, as well as benefits for the business, can be realised (Bhamra & Lofthouse, 2007).

![Four-stage model of eco-innovation (Brezet, 1997).](image)

**Product improvement**: The improvement of existing products with regards to pollution prevention and environmental care. Products are made compliant.

**Product redesign**: The product concept stays the same, but parts of the product are developed further or replaced by others. Typical aims are increased reuse of spare parts and raw materials, or minimising the energy use at several stages in the product life cycle.

**Function innovation**: Involves changing the way the function is fulfilled. Examples include a move from paper-based information exchange to e-mail, or private cars to ‘call-a-car’ systems.

**System innovation**: New products and services arise requiring changes in the related infrastructure and organisations. A changeover in agriculture to industry-based food production, or changes in organisation, transportation and labour based on information technology.

Figure 1: Four-stage model of eco-innovation (Brezet, 1997).
**Illustrative Case Studies**

Case studies are frequently embedded in lecture material and provided via the virtual learning environment. They have proven to be an effective way of inspiring students’ creativity and illustrating how environmental improvements and societal issues have been addressed by different designers and organisations. For example, ‘BABYBE’ is used to demonstrate the positive impact that well-considered design can have on people’s lives (The Creators Project, 2013). ‘BABYBE’ is a bionic mattress that keeps mothers and their babies ‘physically’ connected while the baby is in an incubation unit within a neonatal intensive-care unit. Through a range of sensors, it transmits haptic information from the mother to the baby in real time to help maintain a physical bond between mother and child (The Creators Project, 2013).

The Philips’ SenseoUp® one-cup coffee machine (Figure 2) demonstrates the holistic and methodical approach that Philips takes with eco-design. It illustrates the ways in which the designers have responded to the different focal issues that Philips identified as important — energy, packaging, substances, weight and materials, circularity and lifetime (Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V., 2016). A smart interface means that the machine warms up, brews the coffee and shuts down with one touch of a button. By switching off immediately after the coffee has been brewed, a 10% energy savings is achieved compared to previous products. Its smaller size means that it needs less packaging and causes fewer emissions during transport (Philips Design, 2015). This product also improves on previous generations of coffee machines by utilising 13% recycled plastics. The considerable technical challenges required to achieve this relatively low percentage of recycled materials provide useful and realistic insights for students.

![Figure 2: SenseoUp® one-cup coffee machine, Philips Design, 2015.](image)

A third example is the award-winning Mu folding plug (Made in Mind, 2015), which dramatically reduces the weight and volume size of the bulky British power plug. This innovative product design leads to great reductions in the carbon footprint of products shipped with this design because smaller pack sizes can be used. If it were rolled out internationally, it could lead to enormous reductions in carbon emissions.
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Tools
Via a series of two hour workshops across Semester 1, the students are introduced to a range of quantitative and qualitative tools, including the Ecodesign web (Lofthouse & Bhamra, 2000), EcoIndicator 99 (PRé Consultants, 1999), CES EduPack (University of Cambridge, 2008), Abridged Design Abacus (Bhamra & Lofthouse, 2007), Social Issues cards (Lofthouse, 2013) and Dirty Carbon (Lofthouse, Manley, & Shayler, 2015):

- Ecodesign web is a quick and easy tool that helps designers qualitatively assess a product or design to identify the key areas the designers need to focus on. It works by comparing the seven design areas (see Figure 3) to identify a ‘better than’ and ‘worse than’ output. When the activity is complete, the shape created illustrates which areas need the most attention. Having carried out the Ecodesign web analysis, designers should focus on improving the highlighted areas.

- EcoIndicator 99, developed by PRé Consultants B.V. (www.pre.nl) is an abridged life cycle analysis tool that quantitatively assesses the impact of a product or system using over 200 pre-defined ‘eco-indicator values’ for common materials and processes. It provides a quick assessment of a product or system with respect to the impact on damage to human health, damage to ecosystem quality and damage to resources in millipoints (mpts). It is a direct competitor of the carbon footprinting approach and provides a much more comprehensive review of environmental impact.

- CES EduPack© is a tool created by Granta Design Limited in Cambridge and is used predominantly for material sciences. The tool is split into a variety of database levels that allow access to a variety of material types and associated manufacturing processes. It also allows levels of complexity (from introductory to advanced) to be chosen for a particular field of enquiry, such as eco-design, architecture, bio-engineering and aerospace. The tool also offers additional teaching and student resources within each database level.

Figure 3: Ecodesign Web (Lofthouse & Bhamra, 2000).
• The Abridged Design Abacus is a qualitative tool that helps designers assess the sustainability performance of a product, highlight the areas where further research is needed and outline the targets for their redesign. It can be used to analyse the performance of an existing product, compare a number of alternative design solutions and make detailed comparisons against other designs. The Design Abacus can be used to evaluate a product against specific criteria under a range of focal areas: lifecycle (manufacture, use, end of life, packaging); social (need, social enrichment) and other (cost, quality, aesthetics).
• The Social Issues cards are a set of 31 handheld cards created to help designers consider relevant social issues in their design work. The cards combine a series of relevant questions and illustrative case studies to demonstrate how others have addressed the question posed. They can be used as a stand-alone tool by individuals or groups of designers or be used in conjunction with tools such as the Design Abacus to encourage the consideration of social issues alongside environmental ones.
• Dirty Carbon is a bespoke in-house tool developed specifically to introduce design students to carbon foot printing.

In each case they are introduced to the tool and then engaged in a hands-on workshop in which they use the tool to assess a given product. The tools that are taught are intended to cover a range of different requirements, allowing students to assess the environmental impact of existing products and services to identify strategic areas for improvement, consider social issues that may be relevant and measure any improvements made (to name but a few).

Working with Industrial Partners
To support practice-based learning in the second semester, the students undertake a sustainable design project set by an industrial sponsor (in the past, this has included Hoselock, PDD, Philips and Graphic Packaging International [GPI]), which enabled them to put theory into practice. They were supported by weekly group tutorials with a staff member. This provided them with a safe environment to ‘have a go’ at sustainable design and experience the challenges of managing a range of competing requirements (styling, manufacture, environmental stewardship and social justice).

Approaches and Outputs From Sample Student Projects
This section will draw on several student projects to introduce the types of briefs addressed, illustrate the types of outputs generated and reflect on the types of issues taken into consideration as a result of the knowledge and guidance provided through the programme.

First is a student’s response to a brief set by GPI in 2015 to ‘redesign a piece of supermarket fruit or vegetable packaging so that it incorporates carton board, helps reduce waste and assists with food portioning’. The pack is designed to supply one portion of blueberries and one portion of raspberries to be used as snack packs. In this example, the student takes an eco-design approach (Eco2-irn, 1994), focusing on reducing the environmental impact of the fruit packaging through the application of five of the strategies which make up the Ecodesign Web — materials selection, materials usage, distribution, optimal life and ‘new ways of doing it’. Figure 4 illustrates the student’s output in response to the brief through the use of medium fidelity prototyping and CAD storyboarding. The student reflects:

Overall… the packaging [is]… greatly improved compared to the original PET packaging, as shown in the web diagram, the only weak points are distribution and optimal life… It is overall more sustainable than the PET packaging and meets all the required legislation. By
being portioned correctly, it reduces waste and influences people to consume at least one to two of their five a day by eating the contents of the package, by knowing it is one of their five a day they are more likely to consume the whole box (reducing leftover waste).

Figure 4: Fruit packaging concept by Charlotte Ensor, 2015.

Using the tools and knowledge gained, the student is able to reflect on the improvements made, identify shortcomings in the design and pull out key messages that can be communicated to the client. Figure 5 illustrates how she used the Ecodesign web to organise her thinking and reflect on the improvements that were made to the packaging against the eco-design strategies that she identified as relevant to the brief.

A different take on the same brief is illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. This student’s proposition uses the sustainable design remit, considering a range of social and environmental issues (Eco2-irm, 1994). Along with reducing types of materials, materials use and recyclability were designed to encourage sharing and social interaction. The student also incorporated a QR code with links to recipes for damaged or spoilt fruit to further reduce food waste, a big issue in the UK (WRAP, 2015). Again, Ecodesign web is used to help communicate some of the benefits of the packaging proposition. This example also demonstrates another key requirement of the project (part of the marking criteria): to consider the limitations of the proposition. This requirement encouraged students to critically reflect on their ideas to increase their learning (Schon, 1990).
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Figure 5: Product improvements and limitations by Charlotte Ensor, 2015.

Figure 6: Design proposition for berry packaging by Lawrence Hills, 2015.
Credibility

Product Implementation

The design can be integrated to the existing manufacture and distribution chain supplied by Bevian using just KART-board for the main home and with a very easily pressed net. The tubular shape can be easily stacked.

Although the tubular product contains three portions, variations of similar or single portions could be added to the core design. The use of the pattern of the outer life can be divided into sections, so that portions could be divided between children, or for lunch boxes.

Sustainability Improvements

Material usage

With previous products using up to 5 different materials to perform the same function, the design uses just 3: Materials. The use of KART-board enables this so that the test can be applied directly to it. Mechanisms can be present in its strength can be increased using simple structures.

End of life

The KART-board is widely recyclable and many companies including ‘3M’ have undertaken an excellent recycling scheme.

Product Limitations

The tubular design takes up a volume of 9.6x10^-3 M3, approximately 0.6x10^-3 M3 larger than usual packaging. The reason for this is because the tubular design contains three adult portions instead of two.

Regular packaging 4.7x10^-4 M3 per portion

Tubular design: 3.2x10^-4 M3 per portion

Although the tubular design takes up more space, it is also more space efficient.

Optimal use

Although no long-term solution was found to extend the life of the packaging, it can be pulled up into individual containers and transported individually for packed lunches. The product also features a QR code which can be scanned by a smartphone to offer recipes to use for lightly damaged or spill threats.

Use of adhesive

Although not recommended, there are points on the design where an adhesive must be used.

Design for zero waste

The most favorable and sustainable design solution is to reduce - whether the amount of materials on the amount the product is used. To this end, recycle and go on. This is still often the case as the packaging is often half full. Two waste products of which the majority are recyclable. The contents house also be ordered which could be used in the design. Some parts of the packaging are made from paper, instead of being waxed there are methods on the packaging to deal with them, as mentioned above.

Social and Environmental

‘Sustainable development is about balancing the needs of society, the environment and the economy.’ This ranges from something as simple as changing and social interaction all the way to the design and destruction of the product.

In order to reduce the negative impact of the product, the use of the HDPE function in this design provides a useful series of sharing to families or communities and throwing the regular product of the research and development is to be a recycling of the packaging and the purchase of new packaging as well. Considering it contains just two materials, and very little of them, and encourages the reuse of the rasberries.

Chosen Materials

KART-Board

Waxy Recyclable

Waters resistant properties

Good compressive strength

Attractive for both research and purchase

Good under repetitive bending stress

Acetate Paper

Waxy Acetate Bond

Easy purchase

Clear optical quality

Cost effective alternative

Sustainability tools

Innovative usage, modular design, reuse of family, new ways of using it.

Figure 7: Product improvements and limitations by Lawrence Hills, 2015.

Figure 8: Design proposition for reusable deli packaging by Laurie Howell, 2008.
The student project illustrated in Figure 8 is a response to a brief set by the PDD in 2008 to investigate ‘luxury in sustainable packaging’. The student used a combination of Eco-indicator 99 (PRé Consultants, 2000), brand analysis and consumer questionnaires to investigate the impact of the take-away containers used by Papadeli. He chose to focus on extending the life of the existing disposable packaging. Modular packaging created out of lacquered bamboo was combined with a service concept to increase the customer experience, enhance customer buy-in and support the Papadeli brand. The student quantified his improvements using Eco-indicator 99 (PRé Consultants, 2000). This proposal is also a good example of a design proposition that incorporates a service element to enhance its sustainability credentials. In this case, a closed-loop system is adopted, whereby the user brings back the packaging to the deli to have it refilled. The ‘high-end’ focus of this proposal and the local nature of the deli means this approach is well-suited to the student’s persona—a time-poor, money-rich Londoner who commutes to work on a daily basis and wishes to eat fresh food for lunch. It is worth noting here that the approach taken by this student is very much in line with the approach that a sustainable design consultant would take because it uses an environmental analysis, consumer research, ideation, a presentation of a proposition and an assessment of environmental improvements.

Figure 9: Environment analysis to demonstrate reduced impact of using weekly refill sachets and a glass bottle against single-serving daily PET bottles by Alex Twist, 2008.

Figure 9 is another response to the same brief. In this example, the student used Ecodesign web and a consumer questionnaire to direct his redevelopment of the daily Benecol yoghurt bottles into light weight weekly sachets that can be poured into an attractive decanter. The
final concept not only improved the environmental impact, but also the consumer experience. The student then went on to use Eco-indicator 99 to demonstrate the level of environmental improvement that had been achieved in terms of production, distribution and disposal.

Both solutions for the PDD brief demonstrate the importance put on the need to carefully consider the users and their requirements, desires and aspirations, not just the environmental credentials. They also both illustrate the value of eco-design tools in identifying appropriate areas to focus on within the product development process and how being able to quantify improvements can be a useful communication aid when reporting back to the client.

The project illustrated in Figure 10 is a response to a brief set by Ticketyboo in 2013 to look for opportunities for ‘solar fridge use in developing countries’. It is an example of one of a few overtly socially oriented briefs that students have been offered over the years. The project in Figure 10 features a water-filled backpack that is cooled using solar energy. Though there are a number of ways in which this could have been developed further, it is illustrative of the types of projects that the students undertake and the degree to which they develop them within the 11 weeks available.

Figure 10: Hydrating solar backpack for school children by Jamie Harkin, 2013.

The final example is a response to a brief set by Boots in 2013, which asked students to ‘select a beauty or personal care product and design the packaging to have a useful after life’. Here, the student designed a refillable body spray package for extended product life. In this case, we were able to provide access to recent associated research carried out within LDS (Lofthouse, 2007; Lofthouse, Trimingham & Bhamra, 2009). This example (Figure 11) also helps to demonstrate that the students are encouraged to treat this as a design project and draw
on all the skills that they would use in other projects, such as aesthetics, ergonomics, user requirements and technical suitability. The aim in the module is to challenge students to respond to the brief as they would if working in the industry, helping bridge the gap between theory and practice.

Over the years, projects have been set by a wide range of companies, some that already recognise and respond to sustainability challenges as a core part of their business, and others for whom this is a new consideration. From a classroom perspective, working on an industrial brief is an effective way of introducing students to ‘real-life issues’ such as material costs, marketability, shelf impact and how products are transported, which they might easily ignore without partnering with an industry client. From the client’s perspective, they benefit from the generation of a number of different ways to think about the environmental and social performance of their products, typically achieving higher levels of eco-innovation (Levels 2–3 of Brezet’s model in Figure 1) than would be expected in a commercial context.

The approach taken at the Loughborough Design School has shown to produce well-informed graduates with a good understanding of the issues that are relevant to designers; the approach also provides students with a suite of tools and methods that they can draw on to help them create more responsible products, services and systems. This is born out of informal feedback from employers through the projects undertaken in the final year of their degree. Additionally, every year, undergraduate designers from Loughborough University specifically seek out sustainable design-related placement and employment opportunities, which is a testament to their interest and engagement in the subject.
Current Practice in the Design Industry
Examples of good sustainable design practice can be found in a wide range of sectors across a variety of different organisations, and though these examples are important and of great value, they are not evidence of widespread practice. Multinationals such as Herman Miller, Philips and Boots have been recognised for their good practice in the area of eco-design and sustainable design over a number of years (Gander, 2007; Herman Miller, 2005; Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V., 2002; Lofthouse, 2001b). In these organisations, although their sole purpose is not sustainability, there is compelling evidence of understanding sustainability and programmes to facilitate practical application. Typically, large enterprises take a life cycle approach to sustainability to identify the key environmental impacts across the product’s life cycle (materials extraction to end-of-life considerations and everything in between). They use this analysis to strategically focus on systematic reduction (Sherwin, 2004), as illustrated by the SenseoUp® one-cup coffee machine (Philips Design, 2015). They tend to focus on ‘organising and optimising the hard, “material” parts of the product – to make it easier and cheaper to make, to improve the quality and … lower the environmental impact’ (Sherwin, 2004: 23). As such, development is typically incremental, in which a series of small changes are made over time, typically equating to Levels 1–2 on Brezet’s model (1997), illustrated in Figure 1.

Other, more dramatic, examples tend to emerge from the industry as a result of research collaborations with universities and in programmes outside of a company’s day-to-day product development practices. This sort of space provides the time for detailed supporting research, ethnographic investigations and user testing of futuristic concepts. An interesting example is the Closed Loop Emotionally Valuable E-waste Recovery (CLEVER) project set up to solve the issue of recovering waste from small electronic devices such as mobile phones. CLEVER’s approach involves developing a product service system based on a durable exterior that ‘ages gracefully’ and circuit boards that can be dissolved to easily recover valuable metals and keep them in the manufacturing loop (Wilson et al., 2015). This research project achieves Level 3 eco-innovation, moving toward Level 4 if taking into consideration that it plans to change the way that circuit boards are manufactured and reclaimed at the end of the product’s life.

Little Evidence of Change in Design Practice
Despite the examples presented above and a growing body of research interested in engaging designers in sustainability (Brezet, 1997; Lofthouse, 2006; Lofthouse, 2004; Simon et al., 1998), there is little evidence of any great sea change across the design industry (Sherwin, 2012; Short, Lee-Mortimer, Luttrupp, & Johansson, 2012; Stevenson, 2013). Although there is often an appetite for sustainable design thinking among individual designers, the opportunity to actively engage with the issue is often not there. Recent literature has helped to build a profile of the challenges that face designers when it comes to engaging with sustainable design; these will be reflected on below.

To engage in sustainable design practice, designers need to know how to effectively address the arising issues such as making comparative analyses between different strategic options. Research has highlighted barriers related to the availability of suitable information, the clarity and usefulness of that information and, importantly, the designer’s confidence in it (Lofthous, 2001a; Stevenson, 2013). Even those who are keen to engage in these issues are often unsure as to where best to start and how to be the most effective (Stevenson, Lilley, Lofthous, & Cheyne, 2011). A commonly held opinion is that many of the issues have only been highlighted relatively recently and are open to interpretation (Stevenson, 2013). Often, product designers find it difficult to evaluate the impact of both the positive and negative consequences of their decisions and hence lack confidence in identifying ‘what is better’.  
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Empirical research indicates that the absence of a consistent methods of assessment means that designers are not confident that whatever they propose will be an improvement on the baseline product (Lofthouse & Stevenson, 2013), despite the fact that design students consistently use qualitative and quantitative tools to assess the environmental improvement of a redesigned product.

Although there are numerous eco-design tools available (see, Bhamra & Lofthouse, 2007) to help with this process, there is no evidence of any widespread uptake of the tools by designers either in the literature (Lofthouse, 2004; Pérez, 2016; Stevenson, 2013) or through ongoing collaborations with UK design companies. Informal observations during consultancy activity have shown that if designers take the time to use the tools available, they can be very helpful in guiding the process of considering eco- and social issues; however, a lack of internal knowledge and confidence means that they are not utilised when perhaps they could be.

A survey by the Design Council in the UK identified that only 15% of design businesses feel they are very well-equipped to advise their clients on sustainable design issues (Design Council, 2010). This lack of confidence in their ability to address sustainable design issues has repercussions when it comes to developing appropriate briefs and challenging the client’s constraints and assumptions. Having the confidence and ability to do this for a sustainability brief depends on the skills, abilities and knowledge of the designer and is formed by the designer’s education, training and experience (Stevenson, 2013). If this knowledge has not been gained at university, there are few options available through ongoing professional development.

Designers are also limited by the opportunities available to them at various fronts, such as the characteristics of the client, the project and the product and where in the product development process they are involved (and for how long) (Stevenson et al., 2011). Opportunities are also limited by project constraints such as time to market, the product’s price point, manufacturing lines, distribution channels and legislative requirements (Stevenson et al., 2011). These are compounded by the challenges inherent to design work, such as demanding workloads and tight timescales, which means there is seldom time to fully reflect on issues such as sustainability (Stevenson et al., 2011). Whether more sustainable solutions make it to the market ultimately depends on what is implemented. Proposals focused on sustainability can be dropped at any of the decision gates — internally by the designer or externally by the client (Stevenson et al., 2011).

Discussion: Reflecting on the Gap Between Theory and Reality

The present paper proposes that there is a considerable difference between the levels of eco-design innovation (Brezet, 1997) being achieved by the student projects at LDS, which tend to be more radical (Levels 2–3), and industry outputs, which tend to be incremental (Levels 1–2). This is because student work is carried out in an ‘ideal’ environment that lacks many of the constraints that hamper professional designers’ efforts to engage in more responsible design. As outlined above, the programme delivered through LDS incorporates training on pertinent issues, case studies to demonstrate how others have done it, on-going hands-on support from experts, a sustainable design-focused brief (and mark criteria), time to complete the work and the fact that students are typically interested in and motivated by sustainable design. The implication being that if the students’ experiences can be replicated (even in part), there will be greater opportunities for success within the professional arena.

An observed side effect of this disconnect between theory and practice is that motivated students become disillusioned when they look for work in the area of sustainable design because they become aware of the limited options within the industry, where sustainable design practice is typically of minimal importance for most of the design industry.
However, it is important to be able to guide enthusiastic students who wish to pursue their sustainability interests while on placement or once they leave university. This can be done by suggesting they target companies with active environmental affairs or corporate social responsibility departments and by ensuring that they make their interests (and skills) known. On a number of occasions, it has been observed that students who have expressed interest and knowledge in this area have found themselves in charge of developing sustainability-oriented projects for their placement companies.

The findings reported in this paper demonstrate that there is also a disconnect between the level of importance given to the topic of sustainable design within design education and that given to it in industrial practice. Based on the relatively low level of engagement within the industry (Sherwin, 2012; Short et al., 2012; Stevenson, 2013), one might question why so much effort is put into educating future generations of designers about these issues when time might be better spent focusing solely on the skills that the design industry currently utilise. However, to move beyond the status quo, there is a real need to equip product designers with the knowledge, skills, interest, support and environment to create socially and environmentally responsible products, services and systems as part of their mainstream work. To do this, education is critical.

Empirical research from numerous sources shows that designers typically do not use eco-design tools and methods for a variety of different reasons (Lothouse, 2006; Luttropp & Lagerstedt, 2006; Macdonald-Smith & Short, 2007; Short et al., 2012). Despite this lack of uptake of eco-design tools, in the Design School at Loughborough University, they are still considered to be an important component of a well-rounded sustainable design education. Though, in the industry, there are many issues that determine the likelihood of designers to have the opportunity to engage in more responsible design (Stevenson et al., 2011) such as time challenges and a lack of demand from clients, this paper argues that a key barrier is a lack of confidence because of a lack of education and practice. This is supported by empirical evidence collected during a number of consultancy commissions, where the author introduced designers and design teams to a number of the tools used with the students, and these tools were well-received. Introducing student designers to tools of this nature while they are still in school will go some way toward improving this situation in the future.

Many of the tools that the students are introduced to provide a structure through which they can think about eco-design and sustainable design issues. By using them as a brainstorming tool, they can be a useful way of guiding the consideration of environmental and social issues across the product life cycle. Often they also useful as a mechanism by which design teams can communicate proposed product improvements to a client or interested party, as illustrated in Figure 5 (by demonstrating that different areas have been taken into consideration). The ability to do this confidently is clearly missing in current design practice. By providing students with practical tools, they will be equipped with skills that are not widely held in current industrial design practice, increasing their value as graduates. For example, carbon footprinting is now widely used as an indicator of sustainability within the industry (Cholette & Roeder, 2012; Humphries-Smith, 2007). The hands-on experience students have of using carbon footprinting tools at school is likely to increase graduates’ confidence if they are required to do so professionally. The inference being that if practicing designers could be provided with ‘on-the-job’ training in this field, there is a good chance that the consideration of sustainable design issues in practice would go up.

**Conclusions**

This paper has considered the gap that exists between the theory taught in universities to undergraduate design students and the reality of the design industry when it comes to sustainable design. It has presented an argument that there is real value in providing design
students with a range of skills that may not be currently required by the design industry. The Red Dott (international design) awards already recognise the importance of environmental criteria, such as durability and ecological compatibility (associated with materials and manufacturing intensity, energy consumption, disposal and recycling) and social issues (such as emotional attachment and product longevity) as positive criteria (Red Dott Award: Product, 2015). It is positive to see these criteria making up a third of the overall criteria, alongside degree of innovation, functionality, formal quality, ergonomics, product periphery and self-explanatory quality (Red Dott Award: Product, 2015). By equipping graduates with the knowledge and skills to enable them to challenge decisions regarding the environmental and social performances of the products that they create, they leave university as informed individuals with the potential to lead the next generation of design practitioners.

One could argue that continuous education is also critical. Currently, designers who have not been trained in sustainability have little opportunity, beyond conference and workshop attendance, to engage in professional development that focuses sustainable design issues. They need to be trained holistically so that they are aware of the many facets and approaches that can be utilised under the banner of sustainable design while also developing the confidence to utilise and apply them. There is plenty of expertise within universities to provide this. This would also create opportunities for well-informed graduates and ensure that their enthusiasm is capitalised on.
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